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The mathematical yield and/ or fracture conditions of elastoplastic 
solids 

M. GOTOH (KAGAMIGAHARA) 

A RATE-TYPE elastoplastic constitutive equation which may be thought to be a kind of extension 
of the hypoelastic one is represented by the terms of the invariants and the basic products of 
the tensor variables involved in it, i.e. stress a, plastic strain £, strain-rate D and the density 
tensor of internal defects p. Then the conditions of constitutive instabdity are examined in 
detail to lead to some equations which are, according to the reference situation, interpreted to 
be initial or subsequent yield conditions and/or fracture conditions. Specifically, when co
axiality between the tensor variables holds, the conditions are decomposed into two parts, 
i.e. normal and shear types, and involve some simple forms such as Yoshimura's yield function 
and an extended Tresca function. The general form of the subsequent yield condition established 
here would offer us a powerful clue to determine the concr~te forms of such condition. The 
fracture condition is expressed by the terms of a, E and the direction of the stress- or strain
rate vector. The last term is a new proposition on the so-called fracture criterion and implies 
that an abrupt change of the loading (or straining) condition would induce fracture of the 
material which could otherwise continue to deform stably or could prolong the life of the 
material which would otherwise cease to deform stably. 

R6wnanie konstytutywne dla ciala spr~iysto-plastycznego typu pr~dkosciowego, stanowll!C:e 
np. uog6lnienie r6wnania hypospr~iystosci, przedstawiono w postaci wil:li'.c\cej niezmienniki 
i podstawowe iloczyny zmiennych tesnorowych, tzn. napr~i:enia a, odksztalcenia plastycznego 
E, pr~dkosci odksztalcenia D i tensora g~sto8ci defekt6w wewn~trznych p. Nast~pnie zbadano 
szczeg61owo warunkt niestatecznosct materialu, by wyprowadzic r6wnania, kt6re w zalei:no8ci 
od konfiguracji odniesienia mogl:l bye interpretowane jako POCZl:ltkowy lub kolejne warunki 
plastycznosci i/lub warunki zniszczenia. W szczeg61no8ci, gdy zachodzi wsp6losiowosc zmien
nych tensorowych, warunki te rozpadajl:l si~ na dwie cz~sci, tzn. warunki typu napr~i:enia nor
malnego i scinania, przyjmujl:lc proste formy np. warunku plastyczno8ci Yoshimury i uog61-
nionego warunku Treski. Og61na postac wyprowadzonego tu warunku na kolejne powierzch
nie plyni~ia stwarza nam ogromnl:l moi:liwosc wyznaczenia konkretnych postaci takiego wa
runku. Warunek zniszczenia wyrai:ony jest przez a, E i kierunek wektora napr~i:enia lub pr~d
ko8ci odksztalcenia. Pr~dkosc odksztalcenia jest nowl:l propozycjl:l w tak zwanym kryterium 
zniszczenia i implikuje wniosek, i:e raptowna zmiana warunk6w obci~nia (lub odksztalcenia) 
moglaby spowodowac zniszczenie materialu, kt6ry w innych warunkach m6glby dalej od
ksztalcac si~ w spos6b stateczny, lub tei: moglaby przedluiyc istnienie matenalu, kt6ry w innych 
warunkach przestalby si~ deformowac statecznie. 

OnpeAemnomee ypasHeHHe AJUI ynpyro-rmaCTHl.leCKoro Terra CKopoCTHoro nma, cOCTaBJm
romee, HanpHMep, o6o6meHHe ypasHeHIDI nmoynpyrocru, npeACTaBJieHo B BHAe CBH3bma
romeM HHB8pHaHTbl H OCHOBHbie npOH3BeAeHIDI TeH30pHbiX nepeMeHHbiX T. 3H. HanpiDKeHIDI 
a, DJiaCTHtieCKoH Aecl>opM~ E, CKOpoCTH Aeci>OpM~ D H TeH30pa DJIOTHOCTH BHYfPeHHHX 
Aeci>eKTOB p. 3aTeM HCCJieAOBaHbl llOAPOOHO yCJIOBHH HeyCTOHllHBOCTH MaTepHaJia, 'liTOObl 
BbmeCTH ypaBHeHHH, KOTOpbie B 38BHCHMOCTH OT KOHci>Hryp~ OTCtleTa MOryT 6b1Tb HH
TepnpeTHpOBaHbl KaK Ha'llaJibHOe HJIH noCJieAOB8TeJibHbie yCJIOBHH DJI8CTHtiHOCTH H/HJIH 
YCJIOBHH paapymeHIDI. B l.laCTHOCTH, KOrAa HMeeT MeCTo COOCHOCTb TeH3opHbrx nepeMeHHbrx, 
3TH YCJIOBHH paCIIaAaiOTCH Ha ABe qaCTH T. Haa. yCJIOBHH THna HOPMaJibHOro HanpiDKeHHH 
H CABHra, npHHHhWI npOCTbie ci>opMbl, HanpHMep yCJIOBWI DJiaCTH'liHOCTH HoWHMypa H o6o6-
~eHHoro yCJioBHH TpeCKa. 06~ BHA BbmeAeHHOro 3Aea. yCJIOBHH AJUI noCJieAoBaTeJibHLIX 
noBepxuocre:H reqeHIDI C03AaeT HaM orpoMHYJO B03MO>KHOCTb onpeAeJieHWI Kom<peTHoro 
BHAa Tal<oro yCJioBHH. YCJIOBHe paspymemm B:blp&>KaeTCH qepe3 a, • H mmpasneHHe BeK
'l'opa HanpiDKeHHH wm CKopocm ,tt~opM~. CKopocl'lt Aeci>OPMaiUIH HBIDieTCR IIOBbiM 
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278 M. GoTOH 

npeAJIO>KeiDieM B TaK Ha3biBaeMOM KpHTepHH paapyweHHH H Bbl3&maeT BbiBO,q, trr0 
BReaanHOe H3MeHeiDie yCJIOBHH HarpY>f<eHHJl (HJIH ,qe<i>opMal.{HH) MOrJIO 6&1 Bbi3B&Tb 
paapymeHHe MaTepHaJia, KOTOpbtii B ,qpyrnx YCJIOBWIX MOr 6bl ,qam.me .rte<f>OpMHpOBaTbCH 
ycroiiliHBbiM o6pa30M, HJlH >Ke MOr 6bl npo,wnrrL C}'llleCTBOBIUIHe MaTepHaJia, KOTOp&tii 
B ,qpymx yCJIOBIDIX nepeCTa.n 6&I .rte<l>oPMHPOBaT&CH yCToittnmbiM o6paaoM. 

Notations 

a Euler stress tensor, 
a'J components of a, 

Gm principal components of a, 
a vectorial expression of a, 
D stretching tensor or Euler strain-rate tensor, 

D,J components of D, 

Dm principal components of D, 

,D vectorial expression of D, 
C" elastoplastic coefficient tensor of the fourth rank, 

C" (6 x 6)-matrix expression of C", 

~ eo-rotational (or Jaumann) rate of *, 

• material time derivatives of •, 
E total plastic strain, 

p symmetric part of density tensor of internal defect p*, 
· Q arbitrary orthogonal tensor, 

tr* trace of tensor *, i.e. = (*)11 , 

two indices, product of tensors, e.g. [C:D]'J = C'l'"Dt~o 
1 unit tensor of rank 2, 

St +82 linear decomposition of the function of a. 8 1 does not contain any terms of 
p whereas S2 does as well as a and E, 

Ct. C2 fourth-rank tensors in the relation 8 1 = C1 :D and S2 = C2:D, respectively, 

C 1 , C2 ( 6 X 6)-matrix expressions Of C t and C2, respectively, 
Cta+Cu linear decomposition of C1 ·C1a does not have any terms of p whereas Cu 

does as well as p, 

A~t. BfJ coefficients in a decomposition of C1,, 

G metric tensor, 

~~J Kronecker delta, 
H~. H~ (3 x 3)-matrices occupying the upper and lower diagonal places in Ct or C2 

for the case wl)en co-axiality between variables holds, 
Jl<If> proper numbers of the characteristic equations of HN, 

H~8, Ws" = H~+JI1.. and H~+H~, respectively, 
detl*l determinant of •, 

s, principal deviatoric stress, 
<Xto p,, y,, 15, A., flt, v~. w, material constants or scalar functions of the invariants of variables involved, 

c; fourth-rank tensor in the relation S2 = C!: p, 

C; (6 X 6)-matrix expression of C;, 
Au, Btb CtJ, Ftb GtJ, H,J 

T1+T2 
coefficients in C! and E!, 
= E": a = D, T 1 does not contain any terms of p whereas T 2 does, 

fourth-rank tensor in T 2 = E!: p, 

:E; (6 x 6)-matrix expression of E;. 
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1. Introduction 

THE YIELD conditions or the fracture conditions of elastoplastic materials have been given 
intuitively, experimentally, a priori or from the ~view point of energy balance. The classical 
Tresca and Mises yield conditions and the recent PRAGER's kinematical yield condition [I] 
and the like are such examples altogether. REINER's yield condition for viscoelastic ma
terials [2] and the like are based on energy considerations. And there are also many 
works on the yield condition from the crystallographic view points, such as the well
known BISHOP and HILL's work [3]. Studies based on the dislocation theory have also 
been developed (e.g. KRoNER [4]). 

On the other hand, the fracture conditions have been established almost individually 
according to fracture type. For example, in brittle fracture the classical Griffith's theory 
[5] which derives a fracture criterion from kinetic and energy balance considerations on 
elastic materials with pre-existing cracks and the recent fracture mechanics (see e.g. SIH 
and KAssiER [6]) which seems to be based on the idea like Griffith's are often referred 
to by the workers in the field of structural mechanics. The conditions of fatigue fracture 
are also derived from a similar point of view. As for the ductile fracture condition, 
there exist many theories based on the plasticity theory and plastic kinematical 
instability conditions like the bifurcation phenomenon with regard to the materials 
with pre-existing voids or cavities (e.g. McCLINTOCK [7] and RICE and TRACEY (8]). 
In atomic scale, interactions between dislocations and cracks, voids or inclusions 
are discussed to derive the fundamental fracture conditions (e.g. GoTOH [9] and 
YOKOBORI [10]}. 

As for the yield condition, recently TOKUOKA [11] has given a condition derived mathe
matically from a consideration on the constitutive instability of hypoelastic materials 
which includes the Tresca and Mises yield functions as special cases. 

In this paper we deduce various conditions of the constitutive instability of rate-type 
elastoplastic materials whose constitutive equation is introduced by the author. This 
seems to be an extension of the idea of hypoelasticity established by TRUESDELL [12], 
making use of the representation theorems for isotropic functions as Tokuoka did. They 
may be understood to be subsequent yield conditions or fracture ones according to the 
reference situation. The results contain a general form of the subsequent yield condition 
which nowadays attracts a great deal of attention of workers in the field of the plasticity 
theory (see e.g. [13]). It is expected that this condition will give us a powerful clue to 
establish rationally the concrete form of such a condition which should be explored ac
cording to the circumferences encountered by workers. The results also contain a new 
proposition on the so-called fracture criterion which involves the terms of the stress- or 
strain-nte vector and implies that an abrupt change of the external condition may induce 
fracture of the material which could otherwise continue to deform stably or prolong t'he 
life of the material which would otherwise cease to deform by fracture. The motivation 
of this idea on the fracture criterion stems from the author's experiences with sheet metal 
formabJity in press working in which various types of fracture phenomenon of sheet 
metals play an important role [14], [15]. 
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280 M. GOTOH 

Here we should understand the word "fracture" to be that in a macroscopic scale 
or a state where crack-formation (i.e. a loss of material continuity) originates in a micro
scopic scale. The representation theorems for isotropic functions proposed by SPENCER 

and RIVLIN [16] and W ANG [17]" are adopted. 

2. Fundamental statements 

2.1. The elastoplastic constitutive equation of rate-type 

The elastoplastic constitutive equation adopted in this paper has the following form 
of rate-type [18]: 

(1.1) 

where a is Euler stress tensor, D is the stretching tensor or Euler strain-rate tensor, o 

denotes the eo-rotational (Jaumann) rate [19], i.e. a= a - wa+aw, where w is the spin 
tensor and . denotes material time derivatives, a is a {column) vectorial expression of 

• " [ T I} a, I.e. a = <111 , <122 , <133 , <12 3, <131 , <112] , where T means the transpose and <Tii (or <1 ) 

are the components of a, similarly D = [D11 , D22 , D22 , 2D23 , 2D3 u 2D12Y and CP is 
a (6 x 6)-positive definite matrix obtained by rearrangement of the elements of the coef
ficient tensor CP which is of rank 4. Here we consider only isothermal deformations. We 
call Eq. (1.1) 1 the constitutive equation of tensorial expression and denote it by CET 
and Eq. (1.1h that of vectorial expression denoted by CEV. 

The constitutive equation (1.1) may be understood as an extension of the hypoelastic 
one introduced by TRUESDELL [12] to elastoplasticity and is derived by the author from 
the view point of irreversible thermodynamics, see GOTOH [18], although we can find 
similar expressions in several papers based on the conventional plasticity theory (e.g. HIB
BITI' et al [20]). 

In Eq. (1.1), D can be decomposed into elastic and plastic parts as follows [18]: 

(1.2) 

where F = 8x/ ax, x- Euler coordinates, X- the referential coordinates and the suffix 
(t) means that the referential configuration is taken to be that at the current time t, where 
t is a positive parameter (or time) characterizing the deformation process. ne = te and 
D" = i:P are the elastic and plastic parts of D, respectively, where we decompose F<r> as 
follows: 

F(t) = ax.;ax(t) = au.;ax(t) = aue;ax(t)+8u"/8X(t) = €e+f:P 

in which the temporary displacement u is decomposed into the elastic and plastic parts 
(cf. e.g. [21]). The total plastic strain up to the time t, e", should be such an integration 
of ·" along the whole deformation history as that e" possesses the property of objectivity 
[22]. Namely, under an arbitrary observer transformation which is characterized by an 
arbitrary orthogonal tensor Q, it is transformed into Qe"QT. In an actual computation, 
e" may be obtained by subtracting the total elastic strain from the total strain. For con
venience we denote e" by E hereafter. 
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Now the coefficient tensor CP is generally a function of a and « (and temperature T, 
though it is omitted here), in which « is a general term for the internal variables, e may 
be thought to be a macroscopic reflection of the internal structural changes of the material 
due to plastic deformation. In this sense we adopt E as an internal variable. Furthermore 
we consider the density of any internal defect produced by plastic deformation such as 
dislocations which are associated directly with plastic deformation, and for convenience 
we express it by a symmetric second-rank tensor p (cf. PERZYNA [23]). When we specifi
cally consider p at the symmetric part of the dislocation density tensor p*, (i.e. p = (p*T + 
+ p*)/2), in the recent continuously distributed dislocation theory, we should refer to 
the earlier theory by KRONER [4] and others in which p* is defined by the terms of elastic 
distortion around the dislocation lines and not to the theory by MuRA [24] in which p* 
is connected directly to plastic distortion. This is so since we require p to express the in
ternal state of the material at the current time and not all the dislocations which swept 
out the area under consideration in the past and we will treat it as a variable independent 
of e. We can assume safely that p has objectivity because it is an attribute of the material. 
Thus all of the variables in Eq. (1.1)1 have the property of objectivity and then under 
an arbitrary observer transformation Eq. (1.1)1 is transformed into the following form 
(see e.g. [22]): 

QcJQT = f(QaQT, QeQT, QpQT, QDQT), 

in which a= f(a, e, p, D); this the right-hand side of Eq. (l.I)v and thus 

Qf(a, E, p, D)QT = f(QaQr, QeQr, QpQr, QDQT) 

which :gteans that f must be an isotropic symmetric tensor function of rank 2 with the 
variables a, e, p and D, where D is linearly involved due to the form of Eq. (1.1)1 • We 
should note that no assumption of material isotropy in the engineering sense is imposed 
on this statement and that only the objectivity requirement is completely satisfied. As 
we will see later, f can express material anisotropy such as the Bauschinger effect, and 
topological distortion of the yield surface and so forth through the terms of E and p, 
although we initially assume the materials to be isotropic. 

2.2. Invariants and basic products 

Now, according to the representation theorem for isotropic functions [25], we know 
that the right hand side of Eq. (1.1)1 can be expressed by a function of the invariants 
and the basic products of D, a, e and p, where D should be linearly involved. Here we 
show these invariants and basic products by the use of the theorem established by SPENCER 

and RIVLIN [16]. 

2.2.1. Invariants 

first order: tra, tre, trp, trD, 
second order: tra2 , tr e2, ••• , (9 in all), 
third order: tra3

, tre3, tr(ae2), ••. , (16 in all), 
fourth order: tr(a2e2), tr(ae2D), ... , (13 in all), 
fifth order: tr(ae2 p2), tr(ep2a 2), tr(aep2D), ... , (12 in all). 
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sixth order: tr(olelpD), tr(olpelD), ... , (9 in all), where tr means trace, i.e. trA = 

= Au. We call all the invariants above Eq. (2.1) en bloc. In the above there are in all 
35 and 28 invariants with and without D, respectively. 

2.2.2. Basic products (except the corresponding transpose forms) 

i) without D 
0-th order: 1 ( = the unit tensor of rank 2), 
first order: CJ, E, p, 
second order: ol, El, pl, CJE, ep, po, 
third order: ole, oep, ... , (9 in all), 
fourth order: olel, olep, ... , (12 in all), 
fifth order: olelp, alpel, oepol, ... , (27 in all). 
We call all the above basic products Eq. (2.2) en bloc. In the above there are 58 basic 

products in all total. 
ii) with D 
first order: D, 
second order: oD, eD, pD, 
third order: olD, elD, aED, ... , (12 in all), 
fourth order: olED, olDe, oepD, .... , (25 in all), 
fifth order: olelD, o 2Del, olepD, eo2 pD, epolD, ... , (39 in all), 
sixth order o2e2 pD, E2o 2 pD, elpalD, e2 pDCJ2, ... , (120 in all). 
We call all the above basic products Eq. (2.3) en bloc. In the above there are 200 basic 

products in all total. 

3. Representation of the constitutive equation by the terms of the invariants and the basic 
products 

The constitutive equation (1.1)1 , CET, can be represented by the invariants and the 
basic products given above, i.e. in the terms of CJ, D; E, D and CJ, E, D and in the other 
terms which include p. Namely, 

(3.1) ci = C':D = 8 1 +82 = [[cx1 trD+a2 tr(oD)+a3tr(eD)+a4 tr(o2D) 

+ <Xs tr(e2D) + cx6 tr(oeD) + rt.7 tr(oe2D) + rt.8 tr(eolD) + a 9 tr(o2elD)]l 

+[r:l.totrD+ ... ]o+ ... +aslD+<Xs3(oD+DCJ)+ ... +rt.9s(DCJlel+e2olD)]+82 , 

where 8 1 consists of the terms without p and 8 2 , the terms with p in which 8 2 = 0 if 
p = 0. The coefficients a 1 to a98 are the functions of ten invariants associated with a 

and E, i.e. [tro, trE, tro2, trel, tr(oe), tro3, tre3, tr(oel), tr(o2e), tr(o2e2)]. 8 2 has 2230 
invariant coefficients say a99 to a2328 . Expressing 8 1 in the component form we have 

(3.2) [StJii = [(rt.1 G"'+ a2 ak'+ a3e"'+ cx4 u!m0"""+ ... + cx9a'm<i;::e;:e;")G1i 

+(cxtoG"'+ ... )O''i+ ... +rt.s2giikl+r:l.s3(0''"G'i+G"aki)+ ... +rt.96(0'imO';::e;:e;"G'i 

+<iimO';::e;:e;"Gli)+ ... ]D"' = [CtJ'i"':[D]"" (say), 
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where G'l are the contra variant components of the metric tensor G and (1'" = ( G'"Gl1 + 
+ G"c;i")/2. In Eq. (3.2) and the following equations we use the summation convention 
if we do not mark the indices with under-bars (-) or do not say otherwise. 

Now we adopt the rectangular Cartesian coordinates which coincide with the principal 
axes of cs at the current time. Then, putting G'1 = ~,1 , O'ii = a, and 0'11 = 0 for i =F j, 
(i,j = 1, 2, 3), C1 in Eq. (3.2) is decomposed into the following form: 

(3.3) C1 = Cta+ Cu, 

(3.4) [CtaliJkl = Ajk ~il ~~ + Bijgiik" 

gijkl = ( ~ik ~jl + ~il ~ jk) /2' 
(3.5) Ai~c = !%1 + 0!2 O'~c + CX4 O'l + CX1o 0'; + CXu O'j ak + 0!13 0'; O'l + CX2s O'l + !%29 0'1 0'1c + 0!31 0'10'~, 

BfJ = !Xs2+!Xs3(0';+0'J)+cxss(O'f+O'J) (not summed over i,j,k,l); 

(3.6) [CtslJkl = { lt3ekl + CXsEtmEmk + 0.5cx6(0'z + O'~c)ekl + 0.5!X7(a,ez,.emk + O'kek,.Eml) 

+ 0.5cxs(O'f + O'~)e"' + 0.5cxg(O'[e,,.e,." + O'fek,.e,.z)} ~ii + { cx12ekz+ ... } 0', ~~i 

+ { CX19 ~kl+ !%2oO'k ~kt+ CX21 ekz+ 0!22 0'~ t}kl + CX23e1memk + ... }eij+ ... + CXs4(e;rgrjkl 

+ e Jrgrikt) + 0.5ots6( O'i t}ikelj + O'J t5 Jkeli + 0'; t5itEkJ + 0' J t5 jlEki) + 0.5!Xs7( t5ik O'zEzj + t5ik O'zeu 

+ ~il O'kEkj + t}jl O'keki) + .. · + 0.5CXgs { ( t}ikEmj + ~ jkEmi) O'fezm+ ( ~ilEmj + ~jJEm;) O'lekm}, 

not summed over i ,j, k, I. 
C1a involves only cs and Ct.s consists of cs and E. Tokuoka is concerned only with C1a. 

As for CEV [Eq. (I.lh], correspondingly to Eq. (3.3) we have 

(3.7) CP = cl +C2 = (Cta+Cu)+<\. 

From Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) we have 

,.. {HN o } 
c~~ = o H~ , 

l
(A~t +Bft) A~2 

HN = A~ 1 (A~2 + B~2) 
Ajt Aj2 

(3.8) 

Hs = {B~3 B~~ ~~, 
0 0 Bf2 

where [0] = a (3 x 3) - null matrix. 

cl8 is not reduced to the form of Eq. (3.8)1 except when the principal axes of E coin
cide with those of o, i.e. co-axiality between cs and E holds. For this special case we can 
put Eii = e, and eii = 0 for i =f. j (i, j = 1 , 2, 3), and obtain the following equation: 

(3.9) [Ctsliikl = [e~c(ot3+!Xsek+ot60'k+cx70'kek+a!sO'~+a!gO'fek)+O'iek(cx12+ ... )+ ... 

+ el,O'~(cx;3 + ot;4 O'k + cx~sek + cx~6 O'i + cx~7e~ + ... + CX~t O'fcf)] ~~i ~"' + [cxs4(ei + ei) 

+ cxs6(0';e i + O'JEi) + (cxs7 + cx88)(a;e; + O'Je J) + cxsg(er + e]) + (a90 + cx92)(0'fc; + O']eJ) 

+ cx91 (O'le1 + O'Jej) + (cx93 + CXgs)(O';ef + O'JeJ) + CXg4(0',ej + 0'1er) + (0!96 + a!gs)(0'1er 

+O'JeJ)+cx91(0';ej+uiel)]gklii = Afk~ii~Icz+BfJgiik" (say), ex~= 2cx,., 

not summed over i,j, k, I. 
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Consequently, we obtain correspondingly to Eq. (3.8) the following equations: 

(3.10) A {HN 0} 
Cte = o Hs ' 

HN, Hs = those given by the replacement of the superscript G by e in Eqs. (3.8)2 and 
(3.8)3, respectively. 

Next, let us concern ourselves with S2. Here we take only the first order of p into 
consideration, for the formulation becomes too complicated if the higher orders of p are 
contained. Then S2 has the following expression: 

(3.11) [S2]ij = Cijklmn(!klDmn = [C2]ijmn: [D]mn, 

(3.12) S2 = [P1tr(pD)+P2tr(epD)+P3tr(apD)+P4tr(a2 pD) 

+ Ps tr(e2pD)+ P6 tr(aepD) + P7 tr(ea2pD) + ... + P13 tr(a2e2 pD)]I 

+ lPt4tr(pD)+ ... ]a+ ... + lP37otrD+P371 tr(aD) 

+P3ntr(eD)+ ... +P37str(a2e2D)](eae2p+pe2ae) 

+P379(pD+Dp)+fr3so(epD+Dpe)+fr3s1(eDp+pDe) 

+ P3s2(Dep+ peD) + P3s3(apD+ Dpa) + ... + P3s6(aepD+ Dpea) 

+ ... +fr4o2(a2epD+Dpea2)+ ... +P:22 (a2 e2 pD+Dpe2a 2) 

+ P491 (Deae2p + pe2aeD), 

where the coefficients P1 to P491 are the functions of the ten invariants composed of 
a, E mentioned earlier. 

In the vectorial expression of Eq. (3.11) which corresponds to Eq. (l.lh, C2 is reduced 
to such a concise form as Eq. (3.8) or Eq; (3.10) only when co-axiality between a, E and 
p holds at the same time. For this special case we can put (!ii = e 1 and (!tJ = 0 for i =f:. j, 
(i,j = 1, 2, 3), and obtain 

(3.13) [C2]ijkl = [(/J1 (!k + f12 (!kek + {13 (}k Gk + f14f2k G~ + fls (!ke~ 

+ {16 (!kEkGk + f11 (!kekG~ + fJs (!kek G~ + {Jg (!kG~ e~) + Gi({J 10 (!k + .. ·) 
+ Et(f119(!k + ... )+ ... + G(ef(/J73f2k+ ... )+(!i({J82 + f1s3 Gk + f1a4ek +Pas Gi + Pa6e~ 

+ f1a1 G~cek + flaa Giek +flag Gke~ + flgo G~e~) + (!i Gt(f19t + ... ) 
+ (!iei(/J100 + ... )+ ... +(!tEtGt(/1IS4 + ... )] ~ij ~kt+ ({1163((!; +(!j) 

+ fJ 164(e; (J' + e 1 Gj) + fJ 16s (et Gj + e1 Gi) + f1t66(r!iet + e1e 1> + P161<ete 1 +(!jEt) 

+ {J168((!t GiEt + (! j GjE j} + {J169((!i GjEt + (! j GtE j) + fJ17o((!i GjE j + (!j GtEt) 

+ fJ111 (et GtEJ+ (!JGJEt)+ ... + f1ts3(!?t GteJ + (!JGJel)]g,i"' = Af~c ~ii ~Id 

+BfJKii"" (say), not summed over i,j, k, /, 
where fJ1 to fJ1s 3 are also the functions of the invariants of a, E. {11 to {16 coincide with 
P1 to P6 in Eq. (3.12), respectively. Finally we have 

A (HKr 0) (3.14) c2 = 
0 

H§ , 

H:, H~ = those given by the replacement of the superscript G by e in Eq. (3.8h and 
(3.8)3, respectively. 
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4. The conditions of constitutive ·instability and their interpretation 

4.1. The case of E = p = 0 

This is the case that Tokuoka was concerned with. rf = Cla and thus 

(4.1) 

is the condition of constitutive instability which means that D becomes indefinite for 
a finite value of~ and thus the constitutive equation (1.1) loses its meaning. This situation 
may be thought to express mathematically a catastrophic phase change of the physical 
state of the material. Then the introduction (or appearance) of E and/or p would recover 
the material constitution and hence Eq. (4.1) may be considered to be an initial yield 
condition which is Tokuoka's postulate. We should note that the supposition p = 0 
does not mean that the material has no internal defects in the initial state but means that 
the defects keep their state unchanged until Eq. ( 4.1) holds and thus p needs not be thought 
as a variable. From Eqs. (3.8) and (4.1) we obtain two kinds of the initial yield condition: 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

normal type: detiH~I = 0, 

shear type: det IHsl = 0, 

and the associated flow rules are easily recognized to be the non-trivial solutions of the 
equations 

A A 

(4.4) HN D = 0 and HsD = 0, 

respectively. As Tokuoka shows, Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) 1 include the so-called Mises yield 
condition and the flow rule associated with it; ( 4.3) and ( 4.4h include the so-called Tresca 
yield condition and also the flow rule associated with it. 

As we will see later, such a decomposition of a condition as above always holds only 
for the initial yield condition. 

4.2. The case of p = 0 and E =f: 0 

Now we consider the situations where plastic deformation takes place at least once. 
For this case 

(4.5) 

is the condition of constitutive instability. If we assume that the subsequent yield condi
tion, i.e. the yield condition after any plastic deformation, is not influenced by any inter
mediate unloading, then it may be thought to be the .same both for the continuous load
ing and intermediate unloading-reloading process (see Fig. 1). Namely, the subsequent 
yield condition may be thought to be just the re-yielding condition. Thus, considering 
the meaning of the supposition p = 0 in the same manner as in Sect. 4.1, we can inter
pret Eq. (4.5) as subsequent yield condition after arbitrary plastic-straining. In this case 
the stability of the /material constitution may be recovered by E and p which are newly 
introduced by re-yielding. This is the reason why we do not think that the condition ( 4.5) 
is a fracture condition which means an origination of loss of material continuity. The 
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condition (4.5) cannot be necessarily decomposed into two parts like Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) 
because Eq. (3.10)1 has no generality. We should understand it as a single condition, 
referring to Eqs. (3.6) and (3.8)1 • Specifically, however, when co-axiality between a and 
E holds, such a decomposition is again available, and then from Eqs. (3.8)1 , (3.10)1 and 

a b 

Gz 

FIG. 1. A subsequent yield surface: a) a proportional loading, b) an unloading-reloading process. (Schematic 
illustrations in a two-dimensional stress space). 

(4.5) we obtain the subsequent yield condition of normal type and the associated flow 
rule 

(4.6) det IH~ + HNI = det IH~l = 0 

and the non-trivial solution of the equation 

(4.7) Haen"- 0 
N - ' 

and the subsequent yield condition of shear type and the associated flow rule 

(4.8) detlH~+Hsl = detlHs6 l = o 
and the non-trivial solution of the equation 

(4.9) 

From Eqs. (3.8h,3 , (3.10)2 , 3 , (4.6) and (4.8) it is easily found that Eqs. (4.6) and (4.8) 
involve the Mises and Tresca yield conditions for the isotropic work-hardening materials 
for the case when the effect of E is expressed only by scalars (e.g. tr E2) as the usual assump
tion made in the classical plasticity theory. 

4.3. Examples of the subsequent yield condition in the case when co-axiality between a and E holds 

4.3.1. Normal type (i) 

In Eqs. (3.4) and (3.9) let us put the following: 

(4.10) 

Afk+A1k = Ao+Alsisk- ~ A4 (sisk+sksi), 

Bfi+Bfi = p,, 

"~ = ai-p, p = tra/3, 
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where 10 , ... , .A.4 and fl are the material constants and St is the principal deviatoric stress. 
Then the proper numbers HN<1> of Eq. (4.6) are obtained as follows: 

HN<l> = ft+ (.A.1 s~:sk- A4eksk), 

HN<2> = 31o+ft, HN<l> = fl· 
(4.11) 

Putting HN<1> = 0, we obtain the following subsequent yield condition which shows a shift 
of the center of the yield surface: 

(4.12) 
sksk- l~e~:sk = ft', 

A.~ = 14/ .A.l' ft' = - ftl ).l• 

4.3.2. Normal type (ii) 

In Eq. (4.11) we regard fl as a function of the invariants and put 

(4.13) fl = fto+(l2ek+l3el)sl, 

then, correspondingly to Eq. (4.11), we obtain 

HN<l> = fto+ {(11 +l2e~:+l3e~)sl-~eksk}, 

(4.14) HN<2> = 31o + flo + (l2ek + l3el)sf, 

HN<3> = fto + (12ek + l3e~)sf, 
where el and sf are understood to have a single index k and not to be equal to e~; e~; and 
sksk, respectively. Putting HN<l> = 0, we obtain another subsequent yield condition of 
normal type as follows: 

(4.15) (11 +12ek+13ei)sf-14eksk = -fto· 

It is just worthy to note that Eq. (4.15) is a special form of the so-called Yoshimura's 
yield condition [26] which can express both a shape change of the yield surface and a shift 
of its center due to plastic deformation. 

4.3.3. Shear type 

In Eqs. (3.8h and (3.10h we put 

(4.16) B~ + BT1 = flo + (ftt + ft4EJ+ ftsEt+ fl1EJ + ftsEt + ft17EtEJ)St 

+ {ftl + ft4Ei+ ftsE 1+ fl1Ef + ftsEJ + #17EtEj)Sj+ {ft2 + ft9E]+ fttoEI + ftuEJ+ fl12Ef 

+ #18EtEj)Sf + {ft2 + ft9Ei + fttoEj+ flu Et+ ft12Ej + ft1sEtEj)Sf + {#13 + ftt4(Et + Ej) 

+ ft1s(ef + ej) + fl 19EtE 1 }stSJ+ ft3(Et + e 1)+ ft6(et + eJ) 

+ft16ete1 = B1h (say), not summed over i and j. 

With regard to a combination of the fixed i and j, B11 = 0 gives a subsequent yield condi
tion of shear type associated with DiJ when ak is the intermediate principal stress, where 
i ¥= j #= k ¥= i, (see Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9)). Specifically, when we put 

#1 = #2 = #9 =#to= #13 = #14 = #11 = 0, !la= -ft7, fls = -ft4, 

flu= #12 = -0.5ftl8, #19 = -2!-lJs = -2!-lts, #1s = -2ftu, #16 = 2ft6, 

#3 = #4#7/2#1IJ #6 = fl~f4ftu, ft6 = f-lo-(ft~/4!-lu) and B23 = 0, 
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Eq. (4.16) reduces to 

(4.17) le2-s31·1(s2-s3)- {,u4+,U7(e2+e3)}/{2,uu(e2-s3)}1 =V -,u~*/,uu, 
which is for the case when 0'1 is the intermediate stress. Or, when we put 

/J1 = /J3 = /J1 = /Js = /J9 = /JJO = /J11 = /J12 = /JIS = 0, 

,U13 = -2fJ2, #t4 = #1s = ,U19 = 0, #16 = -2,u6, ,U6 = ,u;/4p,2, B23 = 0, 

Eq. (4.16) reduces to 

(4.18) l(s2 -s3)- (s2- e3)(,us/2,u2)1 = V- ,Uo/ ,U2 • 

It seems natural to call the conditions ( 4.17) and ( 4.18) the extended Tresca yield condi
tions. 

5. Representations by C.-C. Wang's theorem and their interpretation 

Here we examine the condition of constitutive instability by means of Wang's repre
sentation theorem for isotropic functions [16]. Specifically, we concern ourselves with 
some fracture conditions. First, rewritting Eq. (3.12), we have 

(5.1) S2 = [y1 tr(pD)+y2tr(EpD)+y3tr(apD)]1+ [y4tr(pD) 

+ ... ]a+ [y7tr(pD)+ ... ]E+ [yt0 tr(pD)+ ... ]a2 + [y13 tr(pD)+ ... ]£2 

+ [y16tr(pD)+ ... ](aE+Ea)+ [y19 tr(pD)+ ... ](a2E+Ea2)+ [y22 tr(pD)+ ... ] 

x (E2a+aE2)+ [y25 tr(pD)+ ... ](a2£2 +£2a2)+ [y28 trD+y29 tr(aD)+y30 tr(ED) 

+y31 tr(a2D)+y32 tr(E2D)y33 tr(aED)] p+ [y34trD+ ... ] (Ep+ pE)+ [y4o trD 

+ ... ](ap+pa)+ [y46 trD+ ... ](a2p+pa2)+ [y52 trD 

+ ... ](E2 p+ pE2)+Yss(pD+Dp), 

where y1 to y 58 are the functions of the ten invariants of a, E already mentioned earlier. 

5.1. Fracture condition expressed by the terms of a, e and D 

Equation (5.1) can be written by the following component form: 

(5.2) [S2]ii = [c*rikrmn: [Dlmn: [p]kl = [C!r1k': [p]k, = [ {y1 g"'"k' 

+y2(8mkG"'+ 8mrGnk+ 8nkGm'+s"'Gmk) + y3(cf"kG"' + um'G"k+ a"kGm'+ a"'Gmk) }Gii 

+ {y4g"'nkl+ ... }uii+ {y1g"'nkl+ ... }sii+ {Y1o ... }O'iwO"'jGwr+ {y13 ... }eiwerlGwr+ 

+ {Yt6 ... }(ui's'i+sirO'wi)Gwr+ {Y19 ... }(ui'O',sesi+si'O'rscfl)+ {Y22 ... }(ei'e,scfl+ 

+ O'i'BrsBsj)+ {Y2S ... }(ui'O',seswewv + ei'ers O'sw O'wv) Gvi + [/'28 Gmn + /'29 0""" + /'3oemn 

+ /'3t umwcr"Gwr+Y32emws"'Gwr+Y33 umws'"Gw,]giikt + [y34 ... ] (sikG11 + siiGik 

+t::ikGil+ei'Gik)+ [y40 ... ](O'ikGi'+uilGik+O'ikGil+ui'Gik)+ [y46 ... J{(GikO'rs 

+ Gilcf's)O';i + (Gikds + Gitcf's) u;;} + [y52 ... ] {(Gik8h + Gu8ks)s;i + (Gikers 

+ Gileks)e~}+Ysa(gikmnGil + gilmnGik + gikmnGil + gilmnGik)]Dmn (!rct 
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In the vectorial form, Eq. (5.2) is rewritten into 

(5.3) 

Where p = [Qu, Q22, Q33, 2Q23, 2Q31, 2Ql2]T and C~ = a (6 X 6)-matrix. 

In the special case when co-axiallity between a and E holds, C~ in Eq. (5.2) is simplified 
into the following form with respect to the rectangular Cartesian coordinates which 
coincide with their principal axes : 

(5.4) [C~]ijkl = [[{yt+Y2(em+eo)+yJ(O'm+O'o}{y4+ ... }O'i+{y,+ ... }e, 

+ {Yto+ ... }0'1+ {y13+ ... }er+ {Yt6+ .. )O',e,+ {Yt9+ ... }O're, 

+ {r22 + ... } O'jer + {Y2s + · · ·} O'fenglllllkl <5ii + HY2s + Y290'm + i'JoEm 

+ i'Jt O'i.-l:Y32ei.+ i'33 O'mem} + {i'34 + ·· · }(ei + ei)+ {Y4o + ·· · }(0'1+ O'J) 

+ {i'46 + ··· }(0'1 + O'j)+ {Ys2 + ···}(er +eJ)] <5miiKiikl+i'ss(Kiiml t5kn + KiJnl t5km 

+ Ciimk t5tn +Kt ink <5,m)]D,..,. = Ail, <51J+BtiKiii·+i'ss C,,J 

= {A1-J·m• t5m,+B~m·Km·j·+Yss Ci~i'm' }Dm' = [C~]~'i', 
where no sum is taken except over m and m', and the rule on the index replacement is 
as follows: if_. i', kl _,.. j', mn _,..m'; i' = i for i = j, i' = 4 for i = 2, j = 3 and i = 3, 
j = 2, i' = 5 for i = 3, j = 1 and i = 1, j = 3 and i' = 6 for i = 1, j = 2 and i =2, 
j = 1 and so forth. In detail we have 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(Au +Bu) Au 

A21 (A22 +B22) 

A32 

0 

0 

0 

A13 At4 Ats A16 

A23 A24 A2s A26 

(A33 + B33) A34 A3s A36 

0 B2 3 0 0 

0 0 B31 0 

0 0 0 B12 

4D11 0 0 0 2D3t 
4D22 0 2D23 0 

4D33 2D23 2D3t 

2Dt2 

2Dl2 
0 

+Yss 
(D22+D33) D12 D31 

(D33 + Dtt) D23 

(symmetric) (Du +D22) 

AtJ• = ({y1 +y2(e1 +e1)+y3(0'1 +0'1)}+ {y4+ ... }0'1+ {y7 + ... }e, 

+ {Yto + ···} O'f + {y13 + .. ·}er+ {Yt6 + · · ·} O'iEt+ {i't9 + ·· ·} O'TEt 

+{Y22+ ... }<Tjer+{Y2s+ ... }O'rer]Dh for i= 1,2,3, 
Aii, = 0 for i = 4, 5, 6. 

(5.7) Bli = [{Y2st5m+i'290'm+/'JoEm+i'JtO';.+y32e;.+yJJO'mEm} 

+ {i'34t5m+ ... }(e,+ej)+ {Y4ot5,..+ ... }(O't+O'J)+ {i'46~m+ ... }(O'f+O'j) 
+ {y52 <5,..+ ... }(e~+eJ)]D,.., 

where the rule on the indices is the same as in Eq. (5.4). 

5 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 3n8 
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According to Eq. (5.3), the equation 

(5.8) 

is the condition of constitutive instability for this case in which p becomes indefinite for 
definite a and D. However, there would be no way any more to recover the material 
stable constitution once Eq. (5.8) holds. In this sense, considering this state to be the 
onset of "loss of material continuity", it seems natural to call Eq. (5.8) a fracture condi
tion expressed by the terms of a, E and D. Physically, the state at the instant when Eq. 
(5.8) is satisfied may correspond to the dislocation avalanche which is accompanied by 
a local instable deformation followed by fracture within the material. Of course, the 
condition (5.8) is a mathematical abstraction of such a physical phenomenon and thus 
includes somewhat its idealization. 

For the further special case when a, E and D are co-axial at the same time, we can 
put Du = Di and Du = 0 for i "I= j. Then A;i' = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 4, 5, 6 and 
i = 4, 5, 6 and j = 1, 2, .. . , 6. Ci'i' = 0 fori' #=j' and Ci'i' = 4D;, fori'= 1, 2, 3. 
C44 "= D2 +D3, C55 = D3+D1 and C66 = D1 +D2. Putting D; = y 58 D;, i = 1, 2, 3, 
we obtain the following equations which have the same form as Eqs. (3.8)1 , (3.10)1 or 
(3.14): 

(5.9) 
,. J H~ 0 } 
c~ = \ o H$ , 

{

(A 11 +B11 +4D;) A12 At3 } 
H~ = A21 (A22+B22+4D~) Az3 , 

A31 A32 (A33+B33+4D~) 
(5.10) 

!
(B23+D~+D~) 0 0 I 

H$ = 0 (B31 +D~+D;) 0 . . 
0 0 (B12 +D~+D~) 

(5.1 I) 

Consequently, the condition (5.5) is decomposed into two parts as follows: 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

normal type: detiH~I = 0, 

shear type: det IH$ I = 0. 

And the flow modes of internal defects at the instant of the onset of fracture will be de
rived in a similar manner as the plastic flow rules associated with the subsequent yielding 
with which we shall not deal in detail here. 

5 .1.1. Examples of the fracture condition of normal type 

If we put Aii, = 0 in Eq. (5.12), we obtain a fracture condition 

(5.14) 

This equation involves the following form for D; "I= 0: 

(5.15) {(A:1 +l2em+A3e;.)a;.-A.4emO'm}D~ = Ao, 

D! = Dm/Dt, A.0 , ••• ,, A:4 = material constants, 
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where we add the terms Em 0'~ and E~ 0'~ to Eq. (5.8) and then the coefficients Yv may be 
different from those in Eq. (5.8). (If we adopt Spencer and Rivlin's theorem, these terms 
are inevitably involved). 

If we put Bii = 0 in Eq. (5.12), we obtain 

(5.16) Aii+4D~ = 0 

which is also a kind of fracture condition. This involves the following form: 

(5.17) (A.l +A2Em+A3E~)O'~-A4EmO'm = Ao 

A.0 , ... , ~ = material constants, which has the same form as the subsequent yield 
condition (4.15). 

More generally we have 

(5.18) Au+Bu+4Di = 0, 

which involves the following form: 

(5.19) 
/(<1m, Em)· D:+g(O'b Ei) = Ao, 

D: = Dm/Dh 

f, g = some quadratic functions of O'k and Ek, where we assume D1 #: 0. 
A striking aspect of the conditions (5.15) and (5.19) is that the strain rate D may 

generally affect the fracture condition by the terms of the ratios between its individual 
A 

elements, that is, the direction of the strain rate vector Din the strain space. (We should 
recall that any fracture criterion ever proposed does not include such terms as D here). 
Of course, if D never changes its direction throughout the deformation history imposed 
on the material, the fracture condition reduces to the same form as the subsequent yield 
one. Equation (5.17) may be understood to represent such an example. 

5.1.2. Examples of the fracture condition of shear type 

Adding the terms O'iO'h EiEi etc. to Eq. (5.8), the condition (5.13) gives the following 
fracture condition of shear type for the case when 0'1 is the intermediate principal stress: 

(5.20) 1(0'2-0'3)-#t(E2-E3)1 = -}to± Y -rss(D2+D3)/{f(<1m, Em)Dm}, 

y 58 , p0 , Jt1 =material constants, which is derived from the condition B23 +D~ +D~ = 0. 
The function/has a similar meaning as that in Eq. (5.19). Equation (5.20) gives a fractUre 
condition of the same type as the subsequent yield condition (4.18) if y 58 = 0. However, 
for Yss #: 0, it also shows that the effect of the strain rate vector like that in Eq. (5.15) 
would exist. 

5.2. Fracture condition expressed by the terms of a, E and (r 

Equation (1.1)1 can be rewritten into the following form: 

(5.21) n = EP:a = T1 +T2, 

where T1 involves no terms of p, whereas T2 does [cf. Eq. (3.1)]. T2 is expressed by .the 
same form as the right hand side of Eq. (5.1), replacing D by a and y 1 to y58 by ~~ to 
b58 ,, (say), which are also the functions of the invariants of a and E. Hence 

(5.22) T2 = [~1 tr(pa)+~2 tr(epd)+~3 tr(apci)]l+ ... +~58(pa+ap). 

5* 
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Correspondingly to Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), we have 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

Then the equation 

(5.25) 

[T 2liJ = lE.1n~!;,;,.: [d lmn: [p ]"" 

T2 = Ef:p, T2 = Efp. 

M. GOTOH 

makes p indefinite with respect to definite D and a. Thus we may call Eq. (5.25) a fracture 
condition expressed by the terms of a, E and a for the case when they are given. This 
also shows a striking aspect that the stress rate could affect the fracture condition. 

For the special case when co-axiality between a and E holds, we obtain the follow~ng 
equation corresponding to Eq. (5.4) with respect to the rectangular Cartesian coordinates 
which coincide with their principal axes: 

(5.26) [Ef]iJkl = [[ { (}1 + (}2(e.+ea)+ (}3(<Tm+ua)+ ... ]gmakl(}iJ 

, + [ { (}28 + ... }+ ... ] (}magi}kl+ (}58( ... )]<1mn = Fij' dij+ GijKijj'+ dssHt'i' 

= [Ft'J'm'dm•+Gt~m'gm'j'+ (}ssH~j'm']c1,., = [Ef)t,J'' 

where the rule on the indices is the same as that in Eq. (5.4). We can obtain the expressions 
for Ef corresponding to Eqs. (5.5) to (5.8) just by the replacement of A, B, C, Dii and 
i't in them by F, G, H, 1111 and daa respectively. 

For the further special case when a, E and d are co-axial at the same time, we put 
au = &, and 1111 = 0 for i :F j. Then again we obtain two kinds of fracture condition 
corresponding to Eqs. (5.9) to (5.13). Furthermore, correspondingly to Eqs. (5.15), (5.17) 
and (5.19), we have the following examples of fracture condition of normal type: 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

{(v1 +v2em+v3e~)<T~-v4emO'm}a: = v0 , 

(v1 +v2e,.+v3e;.)a;-v4 e,.<T,. = v0 , 

where vo to v4 are the material constants, a: = 11 ... /&1, f and g = some quadratic functions 
of <Ta: and ia: and the assumption of ui :F 0 is made. 

As an example of a fracture condition of shear type, corresponding to Eq. (5.20), 
we obtain 

where <T1 is the intermediate principal stress and d58 , w0 and w1 are the material constants. 
Equations {5.27) to {5.30) involve the conditions of the same type as those of the 

subsequent yield condition specifically when any change of loading path never occurs 
throughout the loading history, i.e. for a proportional (or simple) loading. However, we 
should recognize that the stress-rate vector a may generally affect the fracture conditions 
by the terms of its direction in the stress space, which has again never been pointed out 
by any worker on fracture criterion. 
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6. A brief discussion on the proposed fracture condition 

To clarify the meaning of a new aspect of the fracture condition proposed above we 
consider the special case when the loading path is kept proportional and then subjected 
to an abrupt change at the nearly ·critical state of fracture. Then the following three types 
of situation are expected to occur as a result of the influence of the terms of stress vector 
involved in the fracture conditions. Figure 2 shows them schematically, for convenience, 
in the two-dimensional stress space. In a) curve 1 shows the fracture locus correspond-

a b 

FIG. 2. Various influences of an abrupt change of the loading path on the subsequent fracture locus 
(Schematic illustrations in a two-dimensional stress space). 

ing to the continued proportional loading (1) and the curve 2 shows the one correspond
ing to the other loading increment (2) which lies on the outer side of 1. Thus the effect 
of the change of the loading path could prolong the material life. 

In b) the curves 1 and 2 have the same meaning as those in a), but the resulting 
phenomenon cannot be the same at least. On the contrary, we should understand that 
a catastrophic fracture would occur at the instant of any abrupt change of the loading 
path, because the curve 2 lies on the inner side of 1 . This case seems most dangerous 
in our engineering sense. 

Figure c) shows the intermediate situation. Namely, some kinds of change of the 
direction of the loading path would induce a catastrophic fracture and others would 
prolong the material life. 

Of course, the occurrence of a) to c) depends on the form of the material function 
and constants involved in the fracture condition which should be determined by some 
appropriately prescribed experiments. 

Evidently, similar conclusions would be drawn with respect to an abrupt change of 
the straining path by referring to the strain space. 

7. Concluding remarks 

The conditions of constitutive instability of elastoplastic materials are examined in 
detail with the aid of the representation theorems for isotropic functions. A rate-type 
elastoplastic constitutive equation which is an extension of the idea of hypoelasticity and 
was introduced by the author earlier is adopted as the basic expression of the material 
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constitution. These conditions can be interpreted as the initial and subsequent yield 
and/or fracture conditions, according to the reference situation. The general form of 
the subsequent yield condition established here may give us a powerful clue to find in 
a rational manner any concrete form of such a condition. When a (stress) and E (plastic 
strain) are co-axial, the subsequent yield condition is decomposed into two types, i.e. normal 
and shear ones, and involves Y oshimura's function as a. normal type and an extended 
Tresca funCtion as a shear type. 

The fracture condition is expressed in two manners, i.e. ·1) by the terms of a, E and 
D (strain rate) and 2) by the terms of a, E and a (an objective stress rate), where D or 
a plays its role through the direction of its vectorial form (D or ci) in the corresponding 
strain or stress space. When co-axiality between the variables holds, the condition is again 
decomposed into two types, i.e. normal and shear ones, and involves some simple forms. 
Formally, the same condition as that of subsequent yielding might be a fracture condition 
specifically when the direction of D or A is kept unchanged throughout the deformation 
history. However, we should note that the fracture condition newly proposed here implies 
some important roles of any change of the external straining or loading conditions. For 
example, an abrupt change of the loading (or straining) path could induce a catastrophic 
fracture of the material which would otherwise continue to deform stably or could prolong 
the life of the material which would otherwise cease to deform stably. The author hopes 
that this new proposition on the fracture criterion will enable the present theory of fracture 
to make a breakthrough in future development. 
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